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EXTRA AUTOMORPHISMS AND AUTOMORPHISM 
GROUPS OF ORBIFOLD VERTEX OPERATOR 
ALGEBRAS ASSOCIATED WITH LATTICES 
CHING HUNG LAM 
ABSTRACT. In this article, we study the automorphism groups for 
orbifold VOA V, りforsome g E O(L). In particular, we give a 
suficient condition for which Aut (Vf) contains an extra automor-
phism. Some examples are also discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let L be a any positive definite even lattice. Then one can associate 
a vertex operator algebra (VOA)見 withL. For any isometry g of 
L, one can also lift g to an automorphism g E Aut (½ 叫ofthe same 
order. The且xedpoint subspace V〈9〉isa sub VOA and is often called 
an orbifold sub VOA. In this article, we will study the automorphism 
groups of the orbifold VOA Vf. For simplicity, we assume that g isfixed 
point free on L. In this case, the lift g isunique, up to conjugation. 
By abuse of notation, We often denote g by g. 
It is clear that for any h E N Aut (VL) (〈9〉)and X E vl'we have 
加 Evt Therefore, N Aut (VL) (〈9〉)acts on Vf and there is a group 
homomorphism 
f: NAut(VL)( 〈9〉)／〈9〉一 Aut(½り）．
The main idea is to study the homomorphism f and to determine if f is
injective and/or surjective. In particular, it is important to determine 
if there exist automorphisms in Aut (Vf) which are not induced from 
NAut(VL)(〈9〉). We call such an automorphism an extra automorphism. 
For generic cases, Aut (Vf) is often isomorphic to NAut(vL)(〈9〉)／〈9〉;
however, Aut (Vf) can also be strictly larger. One of the main purpose 
of this article is to provide a sufficient condition which guarantees the 
existence of certain extra automorphisms in Aut (Vf). Some examples 
will also be discussed. 
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2. LATTICE VOA VL 
First, we recall the construction of a lattice VOA VL associated with 
a rank n positive definite even lattice L with an inner product〈,〉
from [FLM]. 
Consider~= (CRz L as an abelian Lie algebra and extend the inner 
product〈,〉C-linearly.Let 6 =~ RC[t, t-1]① (C be its affine Lie 
algebra with the Lie bracket 
[aRt叫bRt叫=8n+m,on〈a,b〉.
Then 
M(l) = <C[a(n) I a E (J, n < O]・1
is the unique irreducible 6-module such that a(n)l = 0 for a E (J,
n 2 0, where a(n) = aRt圧
Let L = {e叉1,e°'Ia E L} be a central extension of L by〈"'I足 =1〉
such that e°'臼=K, 〈a,/3〉屈e°'.Let 
<C{L} = Ind~ ん>c=qi]/<"'+ 1 > 
竺 spanc{砂Ia E L} as a vector space. 
The lattice VOA Vi is given by屹=M(l)R<C{L}. The VOA VL has 
a natural N-grading such that 島＝饂。(½心， wherethe weight of 
an element is defined by 
wt(0:1 (-n1)・ ・ ・年(-叫eり=n1+. ・・十糾十 〈/3,(3〉2 . 
It is easy to show that (Vi)o = Cl and 
(½ 心 =LCa(一1)1+区 Ce尺
aEL aE<I>(L) 
where <I>(L) = L(2) = {a EL I〈a,a〉=2} (see [FLM] for the detail). 
For any VOA V =誓~oVn with dim Vo = 1, it is well known [FLM] 
that the weight one space½is a Lie algebra with the bracket [u, v] = 
叫o)Vand with an invariant bilinear form given by (v, u)l = V(i)U. In 
particular, if L is a root lattice of type Aか几 orEn, then (島）1
is a simple Lie algebra, where [M(l)h is a Cartan subalgebra and 
{び Ia E L(2)} is the set of root vectors. 
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For any VOA V and v E乃 exp(V(o))always defines an automor-
phism of見 forany v E (½ 山.As an application, we can induce any 
inner automorphism of Lie algebra Vi to an automorphism of V. 
2.1. Automorphism groups of lattice VOA. Next we will review 
some facts about the automorphism groups of lattice VOA. 
Let―: L→ L be the natural projection of l to L and letし： aE 
L→ 包 El be a section, i.e. ―0し＝叫 Forany g E Aut (£), define 
g=―ogoしEO(L), the isometry group of L. Set 
O(l) = Aut(l, 〈，〉)= {g E Autl I〈ga,gf3〉=〈a,(3〉foral a, f3 E L}. 
The following lemma can be proved easily from the construction (cf. 
[FLM]). 
Lemma 2.1. For anyμE O(L), we can define an automorphismμof 
VL naturally by 
μ(a1(-nリ・ ・ak(-nりReり=(μaリ(-nリ・・.(μaり(-n砂Rμ(ea), 
where a1, .. , ak E L and ea E l. On the other hand, if T E Aut(Vjり
that keeps M(l)i invariant, then there existμE Aut(L) and b E 
M(l)1 = C露 Lsuch that T =μ ・exp(b(o))-
By Proposition 5.4.1 of [FLM], we also have an exact sequence 
1→ hom(L, Z/2Z)→ O(L)→ O(L)→ 1.
Let N(Vi) =〈exp(a(o))I a E (Vj心〉 bethe subgroup generated by the 
linear automorphisms exp(a(o))-Since 
咋 xp(a(o))びー1= exp((O"a)(o)) 
for anyび EAut (Vi), N(Vi) is a normal subgroup of Aut (Vj砂
Theorem 2.2 ([DN99]). Let L be a positive definite even latice. Then 
Aut (VL) = N(VL) O(L) 
Moreover, the intersection N(Vi)nO⑰) contains a subgroup hom(L, Z/2Z) 
and the quotient Aut (Vi)/N(Vjりisisomorphic to a quotient group of 
O(L). 
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Remark 2.3. If L(2) = 0,then (½ 山=span{a(-1)1 I a EL}. In 
this case, the normal subgroup N(½ 月={exp(入a(O))I a EL, 入ECC} 
is abelian and we have N(Vi) n 0⑪) = hom(L, Z/2Z) and 
Aut (Vi)/N(島） ~O(L).
In particular, we have an exact sequence 
(1) 1→ N(屹）→ Aut (り）品 O(L)→1. 
Note also that exp(入a(o))acts trivially on M(l) and exp(入a(O))ef3= 
exp(>.(a,(3〉）ef3 for any入E(C and a,(3 EL. 
The following theorem can also be proved by the same argument as 
in [LY14, Theorem 5.15]. 
Theorem 2.4. Let L be an even positive definite lattice with L(2) = 0.
Let g be a fixed point free isometry of L of prime order p and g a lift 
of g in O(L). Then we have the following exact sequences. 
1→ hom(L/(1 -g)L, ZP)→ NAut(VL)(〈9〉）工 N。(L)(〈g〉)→ 1; 
1→ hom(L/(1 -g)L, Zp)→ CAut(VL)(§)ヱ-+C。(L)(g)---+1. 
3. WEIGHT ONE SPACE (Vj凸
3.1. Root lattice of type A. We shall review some basic properties 
of the root lattices of type An. We use the standard model for An, i.e., 
A,,~{ (x, ,x,, .. ,Xn+,) E znH~ ふ ~o}
i=l 
Then the roots of An are given by 
｛土(vi-vi) I 1:Si< j'.Sn+ 1}, 
where { v1= (1, 0, .. , 0),.. , Vn+I = (0, 0, .. , 1)} is the standard basis 
of zn+l_ 
Let°'i = Vi-Vi+I, i = 1,.. , n.Then 
0 0・ ・ 0 0 
Cl'.1 Cl'.2 Cl'.n-1 O'.n 
is a fundamental root system of type An 
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Recall that (A~)/An~Zn+i·Let ,AJO) = 0 and 
7.4,.(j)~n:l (-(n+l-j)芦防+1. 苫,'";), Imj~1, .. , n 
Then {An (j) EA~. In fact, { {An (0), {An (1), .. , {An (n)} forms a transver-
sal of An in A~[CS, Chapter 4]. We also note that the norm of rAn(j) 
is equal to j(n + l -j)/(n + 1) for al j = 0,.. , n.
Let hAn be an (n + 1)-cycle in Weyl(A砂竺 Symn+l・Notethat h心
is a fixed point free isometry of An. Next we recall few well-known 
facts about h心 (cf.[GL12]). 
Lemma 3.1. For j = l,.. , n,(h心ー l)(rAJj))is a root. 
Lemma 3.2. (hAn―l)An is rootless, i.e, it contains no elements of 
norm 2. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A~be the dual lattice of An-Then (h心― l)A~= An 
Now consider the lattice VOA VAn・Then the weight one subspace 
(V, 心）1 isa simple Lie algebra of type An. As it is well known, a Lie 
algebra瓜 oftypeふ isisomorphic to 
sl(n + 1, C) ={FE Mn+l,n+l(C) I trF = O} 
and the set T of al diagonal matrices with trace O isa Cartan subal-
gebra. Under this identification, we have an isomorphism¢: sl(n + 
1,q→ (½ 山 givenbycp(Eii-Ejj) = (叫ー 1)1―叫1)1)and cp(Eij) = 
e叫ーvi,where Eij denotes a matrix with 1 at (i, j)-entry and zero else-
where. Note that cp(T) = M(l)1・
Let w = e加vCT/(n+l).Set D = diag(w, 研，…，1),
w w 2 w n 1
゜1 
. 0¥ |研 w 4 w 2n 1 
1 P= I. and B-
゜゜ 1 
Jn+I 
n 2I研 w2n w 1 
1 ゜゜ 1 1 1 1 Then the action of h心 ong isgiven by the conjugation of P, that is, 
h心： A→p-1AP for A E sl(n + 1, <C) 
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and 
B-1 PB = diag(w, w叫…，1)
is a diagonal matrix. Define a map fJ心： sl(n+l,C)→ sl(n+l,C) 
by 八 (A)= B-1 AB. Since C = g<邸い ＝く P,P叫…，斤 > and 
びAJC)= T, C is another Cartan subalgebra. By a direct calculation, 
it follows that 
四ふれりは(E』=B-1p-1BE辺―1PB= w1-'Eii・
Let p心 =½(n -1, n -2, .. , -(n -2), -(n -1) and letりAn= 
exp(土(2呻 AJO)). Then the action of恥 onQ is given by TJ心：
A→ DAD-1. 
The following is easy to verify. 
Lemma 3.4. We have fJAふれ叫=T/An and (J心 n心°An=似 onQ. 
Remark 3.5. Since厄=exp( -1 戸1(2呻 AJO))andびAnh心 (JAn = T/An, 
we also have h心=exp(土(21rfoAn (p AJ (0)・ 
4. EXTRA AUTOMORPHISMS 
Let R = A柘① ・・・①A朽be an orthogonal sum of simple root lattices 
of type A. Let L be an even overlattice of R. Let p =区；;=1 (ki~1)PAk, 
and set 
X=L(p)={aELI〈a,p〉EZ}. 
Then L = Span2(X UR). 
Recall that the automorphisms hAn, T/An and UAn of sln+i(C) are 
inner. We can extend h = h生 ®··•®hA朽 ,TJ=TJ知® • • • RT/Ak and 
J 
(J =びA朽R・・・RびAk-to Vi by using th・1 e same exponentia expressions. 
J 
By Remark 3.5, Lemma 3.4 stil holds in Aut (Vj砂
Theorem 4.1. We have u(V; 支） = V]l and u induces an automorphism 
ofV; 支.Moreover, u is an extra automorphism in Aut (V: 支）．
Proof By definition, ry(e"') =び forany a EX. Moreover, hryh―1 = T/ 
on贔 because(1 -h)PAn < A~. Hence, h commutes with T/ on VL. 
Then V: 支=v}_h,ri〉.Since u〈h,rt〉0―1=〈h,rt〉bythe discussion above, 
we have u(V; 支） = u(v}_h,ri〉)= vt,ri〉=V:支．
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Finally, we note that a(Vx) = V£c:J Vx; hence, a is not an auto-
morphism of Vx. ロ
5. EXPLICIT EXAMPLES 
In this section, we will discuss several explicit examples. We are 
particularly interested in examples that can be realized as certain coin-
variant sublattices of the Leech lattice. 
Defimt10n 5.1. Let L be an integral lattice and g E O(L). We de-
note the fixed point sub lattice of g by L9 = { x E L Igx = x}. The 
coinvariant lattice of g is defined to be 
L9 = AnnL(L9) = {x EL I〈x,y〉=0 for ally Eび｝．
Next we recall the so-called Holy construction for the Leech lattice. 
Let N be a Niemeier lattice with the root lattice R = R1① ... ⑤Rゎ
where R;'s are simple root lattices of type A, Dor E. Let Pi be a Weyl 
vector of Ri, that is the half sum of al positive roots. Set p =¼ 冗{=lp, 
and define 
N(p) = {x EN I〈x,p〉EZ}, 
where h isthe Coxeter number of凡.Let a E p+N such that <a,a>€
2Z. Then the latticeふ=Span2N U {a} is isomorphic to the Leech 
lattice [CS, Chapter 24]. In particular, the Leech lattice contains a 
sublattice isometric to R(p) = {x ER I〈x,p〉EZ}. 
Example 1: Let g be a 5B-element of O(A). Thcn thc fixcd point 
sublattice Ag has rank 8 and both Ag and Ag have discriminant 54. 
Moreover, Ag can be realized as a sublattice of N(Aりasfollows: 
Recall that the glue code for N(Aり／翡 isgiven by [1(01441)] and it 
has order 5> It contains a codeword [013024]. 
Let L = Span2{At (r(l), 1(3), 1(2), 1(4))} and set X = L(p). Then 
L*/L竺引 andL can be regraded as a sublattice of A . Infact, L竺 Ag.
The isometry group O(L) is isomorphic to an index 2 subgroup of 
Frob20 x Ot(5) [GL11]. 
Theorem 5.2 ([La19]). The automorphism group Aut (Vi) is isomor-
phic to an index 2 subgroup of Ot(5). 
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Example 2: Let g be a 7B-element of O(A). Then the fixed point 
sublattice A9 has rank 6 and both A9 and A9 have discriminant 73. We 
note that both lattices A9 and A9 can be realized as sublattices of the 
Niemeier lattice N(Ai) with the root lattice Ai. Recall that the glue 
code for N(Ai)f Ai is given by [1(216)] and it has order 72. Therefore, 
(0124) is in the glue code. 
Notice that the lattice (1 -h叫心 hasdiscriminant 73 since [ A6 : 
(l -h心）A叶=7. Indeed, A9竺 (1-hA6)A5. 
Let L = Span2{A~, (,(1), 1(2), 1(4))} and set X = L(p). Then X 
also has discriminant 73 and is contained in A and orthogonal to a 
sublattice isometric to (1 -hA6)A5. 
By Magma, it can be verified that O(A9) has the shape 7.3.(2. ら(7).2).
Lemma 5.3. Let g be a 7B-element of O(A). Then Na(A)(〈g〉)竺
H.O孔7),where H has order 21 and is a subgroup of PSL2(7). 
Theorem 5.4 ([La19a]). Let g be a 7B-element of O(A). The group 
Aut (VlJ is isomorphic to an index 2 subgroup of the full orthogonal 
〇孔7).
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